
 

Truth about the Teamsters at United Airlines  

Providing a Democratic Voice for the UAL Mechanics and Related Class and Craft 

 

Teamsters’ amalgamated Mediation threats were false;  
Teamsters negotiation inexperience exposed 

 

UAL attempt at amalgamated Mediation is in violation of long standing case law 
June 13, 2011 United mechanics received a letter from the teamsters’ international union concerning UAL's NMB filing 
for an amalgamated CAL UAL agreement. 
 
The letter is a confirmation that David Bourne the appointed leader of the ibt airline division was incorrect about 
UAL and the NMB forcing us into a single amalgamated contract. From his statements it is clear, he does not 
understand the rules that cover the mediation process or for that matter the PEB process. 
 

Arrogance and Inexperience shown by the failed teamsters union at UAL 
Mr. Bourne’s condescending response to our SFO Line mechanics in which he attempted to intimidate and demean 
our fellow mechanics exposes just the inexperience and arrogance of the teamsters’ airline division. 
 

The teamsters were incorrect in their assumption that UAL could complete an amalgamated agreement between CAL 
and UAL mechanics with the NMB.  David Bourne showed his ignorance when he tried to ‘talk down’ to two 
concerned line mechanics that contacted him via email. These are two UAL mechanics that have successfully been 
through Mediation and a Presidential Emergency Board to achieve an industry leading contract. 
 

Mechanics at United Airlines rightly rejected the teamsters T/A  
Captain David Bourne's arrogance and lack of knowledge were also displayed when he stated the PEB would force us 
to take an inferior contract. Our history and experience proves Bourne’s statements were false. 
 
In 2002 United mechanics rejected the PEB recommendation 68% Voted No and 86% Voted to Strike. 
UAL Mechanics achieved an industry leading contract. UAL mechanics received an average of $16,500 in 
retro pay and a 46% pay increase and improved scope language and seniority protections.  
 
The rejected UAL ibt T/A surrenders mechanic seniority rights, strong scope language, outsourcing and 
furlough protections and many of the rights and benefits we have fought for over the last fifty years. 
 

Are you willing to give up your current Medical Benefits and 50 yr Scope for a 5 year temporary furlough 
protection in SFO only?  After five years what will be left? 
What happens to our work and our jobs after 5 years? This is short sighted ibt language that will eliminate; 
 

1. The October 30, 1989 furlough a protection that currently covers 80% of our mechanics.  
2. The 20% OSV Maintenance outsourcing limits and annual mandated audit the ibt failed  

to enforce since 2008. The OSV language protects every mechanic across the system. 
3. The SFOOV C Check Protections, SFO Back Shop and Jet Shop work area protections  

and the May 15, 2005 Line Maintenance mechanic outsourcing protections.    
 

The teamsters’ lawyer, leaders and negotiators lied to our mechanics about NMB mediator statements and opinions 
on our T/A during their road shows around the system. What else are they lying about in their T/A language? 
 

Every Union at UAL is in mediation for full restoration of Pay and Benefits.                                                    
Why aren’t UAL mechanics? 
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